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Abstract
Diversity has been an important part of life, and it can be a unique opportunity, as business globalized and the world gets more and more connected. However, building an inclusive diverse culture is a difficult task that requires long-term commitment. Diversity programs are essential to cope with rapid demographic changes in the global marketplace. The inclusive diversity implementation continues process which should contain a clear strategic plan, frequent evaluation, and must start from top leaders in any company to be effective. The purpose of this article is to write a review about the diversity in the corporate setting.
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1. Introduction
Diversity is a wide-ranging term, include racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, value, and any cultural or identity differences (University of Rhode Island, 2004). Moreover, Baldwin Wallace University defines diversity as “the ability to think critically while acknowledging and respecting different beliefs, practices, and norms.” (Baldwin Wallace University, 2013). Esty et al made the general definition of diversity in 1995 in which the definition of diversity as recognizing, understanding, accepting, appreciating, and enjoying peoples' differences like age, education, ethnicity, gender, disabilities, race, sexual orientation, and spiritual practice (Esty, et al., 1995).

Moreover, diversity was defined broadly as “human qualities that are different from our own and those of groups to which we belong; through which we manifest in other individuals and groups (Loden, M & Rosener, J; 1991, p. 18.). The Pillsbury Company defined diversity more broadly as differences in any way (Robinson & Dechant, 1997). Lopis refers diversity to embracement of differences (Llopis, 2011).

Diversity in the corporate setting refers to diversification in a corporate environment which is extensively used throughout any business settings (Wan, 2005). Workplace diversity includes several dimensions starting from the legal aspect, equal opportunity, and non-discrimination actions to other valued people’s identities and perspectives (Marquis et al, 2008). Diversity is based on informational differences reflecting a person’s education, experience, and generational differences form the differences that exist within the workplace as well as on values or goals that can influence what one perceives to be the mission of something as little as a single meeting or as big as a whole company (Kerby & Burns, 2012, Douglas, 2010).

2. Models of Diversifying
Altered models upgrade diversity in the corporate world. The first model found its base in the equal opportunity employment law (EEOC, 2009). The second model built on social justice provides the minorities with the same opportunities of the dominant group as the right thing from the social overview(Maiese, 2003). Nowadays, diversity model is not only covering the previous models, it appreciated the inclusive diversity (Harvey & Allard, 2012). Cox (2001) classified the workplaces into three types according to the organization development of cultural diversity. The monolithic organization has a minimal presentation of different cultural groups and the white males are the dominant group (Cox, 1991). The plural organization has a heterogeneous group. The multicultural organization has an inclusive heterogeneous group and values this diversity (Harvey, 2012).

3. Benefits of Corporate Diversity
Diversity is advantageous to both the business institute and its staff. A diverse workforce improves a company’s performance and boosts its bottom line (Hubbard, 2004).
The employers receive the most skilled and the most qualified candidates as building blocks of their company when they hire the employees belonging to different cultural thoughts and varied backgrounds, the chances to hire the best and brightest from labor market also amplify after the workers are trained by diversity management trainers (Kerby & Burns, 2012). Pooling the diverse skills of culturally distinct workers benefits companies by strengthening the team’s responsiveness to varying conditions (Woods et al., 2010). Diversity thus embraces difference of opinions, of feelings and of ideologies (Llopis, 2011). When done properly, diversity can influence the strengths and harmonize the weaknesses of each worker to make the impact of the workforce greater than the sum of its parts (Robinson & Dechant, 1997). Diversity welcomes individuals to adopt each other’s peculiarities while observing a better understanding of the workplace (Llopis, 2011). Diversity will help companies to develop their own mirrors to reflect global demographic trends which may affect global market (Kwak, 2002; Rahim et al., 2003). Corporate diversity enlarges the dominance of the business and helps the prevailing target audience (Harvey and Allard, 2012). Minority employees might be better able to communicate with and understand the needs of minority consumers, thereby increasing the quality of customer service and relations (Cleaver, 2003).

Diversity will lead to innovation, outside-the-box thinking, better governance, enhanced decision making, enhanced problem solving skills (Manzoni et al., 2009; Richard, 2000; Harvey & Allard, 2012; Cox, 1991). It enhances the rate of creativity and innovation in the individual (Cox, 2001). Applying diversity program at the organization will open new grounds for the organization to compete in the international market (Fine, 1996). To be competitive today, businesses must maintain a cadre of personnel who are both highly qualified and highly diverse (Hubbard, 2004). Multi-generational work environments demonstrate that. While traditional-generation workers learn new technologies from young generation; younger generation employees learn from working with expert employees from the old generation (Douglas, 2010).

The presence of multiple generations in the workforce will not only help in information transformation but will promote cultural and social cohesiveness as well (Douglas, 2010). Corporate diversity promotes mutual respect between the corporate’s employees which will work to lessen the degree of any conflict and or facilitates the resolution of any conflict (Lee, 2013). Workplace diversity makes the employees’ relationships stronger and builds an excessive reputation for the company (Bear et al, 2010). Importantly, diversity in the corporate world will enhance the loyalty of customers who choose to do business only with companies whose business practices are socially responsible (Butler, 2006).

4. Challenges Faced in a Corporate Environment

Workplace diversity is a complex task because there are many challenges to fostering an inclusive environment in the workplace. Previous literature showed that positive diversity outcomes in the business world depend on clear and effective diversity practices (Kochan et al., 2003; Riche et al., 2005). Cox (2001) terms diversity as a “double-edged sword” because it can enhance any corporate performance and at the same time it can be pricey. Riche and her colleagues (2005) showed that creative and innovative decisions usually made by heterogeneous teams. Richard et al, (2003) concluded that racial diversity plane should be built on a suitable setting to recognize its complete financial advantages.

An organization believing in the diversity of corporate business, must realize the tactful incorporation of assimilation and adaptation as two of the greatest challenges to be faced (Mumby, 1988). Assimilation is the tension which developed between the old dominant group and the new cultural diversity (Harvey and Allard, 2012; Allen, 1995). Assimilation will make different people more likely to give way, and it will reduce the organization’s efficiency (Fine, 1996). Active communication, training, and management practices will help to implement diversity at the workplace (Hyter, 2003). In addition, the diversifed corporate world becomes victim to conflict issues if employees lack the proper training to possess proper knowledge of their environment (Lee, 2013). If employees are trained in the perfect way, diversity training can decrease the interpersonal conflicts of the employees if the employees are trained in the perfect way (McElroy, 2013).

Management of a diverse population is another significant challenge (Black Enterprise, 2001). Leaders need special skills like effective communication, self-monitoring, empathy, and excellent strategies for decision-making to be able to manage diverse groups (Kerby & Burns, 2012; Harvey & Allard, 2012). The company’s leaders should be mindful of their behavior and should be willing to change their behavior based on its influence. Moreover, leaders must consider the employee’s spirits, values, assumptions, and needs (Brownell, 2003). Fundamental changes in organizational culture sustain diversity policies (Cox, 2001; Ely & Thomas, 2001).
In addition, diverse organization should be ready to hear the employee representative to gather mutual support and generate collective reasoning-making (Milliken et al, 2003). Marquis et al exploratory analysis (2007) of demographic diversity of large business Americas corporate showed that diversity plans and strategy's success varies according to a company’s history, culture, and mission. Characteristics of a company (such as company type, a company’s size, company’s age, the company’s location, company’s history with diversity issues, and a company other characteristics) may influence its success with diversity (Marquis et al, 2007).

5. Corporate Diversity Strategies

To create a successful diversity program, a set of important key components should be considered to support diversity utilization by the organization (Hyter, 2003). The diversity literature cites leadership several times as an important factor to build an effective diverse environment (Marquis et al, 2007). Corporate diversity management forms a critical aspect of running a business, and it should receive these differences in a positive and safe mode (Robinson & Dechant, 1997). The leadership of a corporation should implement the diversity principles in the company mission statement, integrate diversity into the corporate practices, and develop a set of diversity objectives linked to its business and operating goals (Naff and Kellough, 2003). Importantly, Leaders must model the expected behavior demonstrate how important diversity is to the organization and encourage employees to make a similar commitment (Cox, 2001; Hyter, 2003).

Diversity program should be a core level aim so it is important for the leaders to start by detecting diversity-related issues that need to be addressed (Hyter, 2003). Careful evaluation and excellent strategy development are essential. Each company should detect and address its unique needs to ensure a diversity program succeed (Hyter, 2003). Corporate diversity training sessions help to recognize the differences and implement diversity practices within any company (Hyter, 2003). Courses in generational differences help to overcome the gap between the baby boomers and the millennial age brackets. An internal marketing strategy including diversity newsletters, informational intranets, and seminars, are important to support managing diversity in the company (Hubbard, 2004).

Adding a category about performance on diversity initiatives in an employee’s performance evaluation and tie it to employee benefits, promotion and bonuses, can help to reinforce any diversity program (Carter, Gibber, and Goldsmith, 2001). Frequent evaluation of diversity programs by compiling data and conducting staff surveys about the level of communication, the frequency of conflict, the use of informal networks, power distribution, and the existence of stereotypes can help determine where diversity programs are most needed and what constitutes a reasonable diversity goal (Carter, Gibber, and Goldsmith, 2001; Cox, 2001; Hubbard, 2004, p. 69; Morgan, 2002; McElroy, 2013).

Employing a diverse team of recruiters will enhance the diversity recruitment effort (Cole 2002). Incorporate a clear and a strong diversity recruitment and retention strategy is essential to implement any diversity program (Douglas, 2010). Partnership with colleges’ and universities’ career centers help to recruit potential employees (Douglas, 2010). Hosting a day to inspire a certain culture will enhance the corporate image of inclusiveness and it will encourage communication among the workforce to discuss the differences (Douglas, 2010). Building positive relationships with customers, employees and within the community is essential to the success of any company (Douglas, 2010).

There are three well known approaches towards corporate diversity management (Tatli, and Ozbilgin, 2009). The liberal approach recognizes free and equal opportunity for the entire employee in a company to have a fair labor market. This approach depends on a formal framework rules and policies against any kind of discrimination. The second approach is the radical change which focuses on the outcome and aims to achieve balanced workforces, and a reasonable reward distribution of the employees (Cockburn, 1989). The third approach is the transformational change which has a short and long term objectives. Equal opportunity is the short aim; however the long term aim is to transform the organization by valuing the diversity (Cockburn, 1989). This Diversity management should work to create an inclusive diverse culture.

6. Conclusion

Since variability is part of the natural world, diversity has been an evident and crucial part of life. Both internal and external occurrences should experience diversity. All the qualities and aspects possessed by each individual have its own unique charms and significance that need to be celebrated. Building an inclusive diverse culture is a difficult task that requires long-term commitment.
However, it can be a unique opportunity, as business globalizes and the world gets increasingly connected, to create a truly diverse organizational culture that incorporates basic human principles and fosters human diversity. Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, C.L. Walck defines managing diversity in the workplace as a negotiating process between culture groups (Walck, 1995).

Diversity subjects are not fixed, but they will change over time according to the local and global dynamic conditions. Diversity programs are essential to cope with rapid demographic changes in the global market (Harvey and Allard, 2012). An inclusive diversity implementation must start from top leaders in any company to be effective. Diversity implementation continues process which should contain a clear strategic plan, and frequent evaluation (Harvey and Allard, 2012). In general, the diversity management literature consists of a laundry list of best practices that lack organization, prioritizing, or integration. Currently companies rely on beliefs not facts.
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